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not present between words in Thai sentence and the alphabet
itself also not having their own meaning, so reliable word
tokenization tool is significantly crucial. Moreover, the
present official tokenization tools do have limitation to use
with social media like Facebook due to occurrence of the
newly adapt and slang word out of official dictionary.
For tokenization of Thai word, there is a corpus by
NECTEC called BEST2010 [1], which provided data like
dictionary, segmented sentences or part of speech of each
word in sentences, which is the only one widely available for
Thai corpus. However, this corpus is not up-to-dated.
For stop words lists, there are only small lists available.
The biggest one consists of only 115 words which is not
nearly enough for social media information analysis.
From reasons stated above, we decided to develop our own
algorithm that require no training data or external tools. The
objective of this algorithm is to extract Trend Keywords from
Thai Facebook pages using Character n-Grams instead of
word tokenization method.
To test the algorithm, we decided to collect Facebook posts
from several public pages and analyzed them, using our
developed algorithm, to find Trend Keywords during specific
time periods.

Abstract—In the era of data and information, insight of user’s
behavior such as trend is normally used in real-time marketing
for improvement of gross profit, therefore, it is beneficial to
know the trend in social media. Word tokenization and stop
words list are the conventional method for keyword extraction
task, however for Thai language in social media platform, there
are still no efficient word tokenization tools and stop words list
to extract trend from platform such as Facebook. Therefore, in
this research, we propose an algorithm that require no word
tokenization tools and external stop words list for the purpose of
Trend Keywords extraction. The core idea is using Character
n-Grams, instead of Word n-Grams, to tokenize, process, and
combine n-Grams into keyword. After that we identified Trend
Keywords from other keywords by using our algorithm to
generate stop words list for filtering out stop words. For the
evaluation of result, we use human to classify the retrieved
Trend Keywords and compare them with Trend Keywords from
baseline method. As a result, our algorithm can identify more
keyword than baseline method. Finally, the precision of
generated stop words list is 97.6%, and the precision of Trend
Keywords is 40% with the used of 1-month generated stop words
list. Furthermore, by using 2-months generated stop words list,
the precision can be increased to 44% by consuming more
processing time for list of stop words.
Index Terms—Information retrieval, keyword extraction,
social media mining, stop words.

II. RELATED WORK
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Finding Keywords
For keyword extraction, n-Grams and stop words should be
stated and clarified before.
n-Grams [2] is an algorithm for slicing a message into small
groups, called gram, which has constant length. n-Grams can
be used to slice sentences and phrases by word or character
called Word n-Grams and Character n-Grams respectively. If
the message is sliced into 1-length gram called unigram. In the
same way, we call bigram for 2-lengths gram and trigram for
3-lengths.
Stop words [3] are words which should be filtered out
before finding other significant keywords in documents,
because these stop words can appear frequently but provide
no specific or important meaning. For example, common
word such as “the” and “and” are considered as stop words.
Keyword Extraction [4] is described as an automatic task
that can identify important terms which best represent the
content of a document.
To find keywords, one of the most popular algorithm in
Keyword Extraction is TF-IDF [3], TF stands for Term
Frequency and IDF stands for Inverse Document Frequency.
TF-IDF is TF value multiply by IDF value of the same word,
so the word with high frequency and appearing in less

Facebook is one of the largest social media platforms. It
allows users to set up Facebook page which is a public profile
created for a specific purpose. Facebook pages can be divided
into many categories, such as business, news, celebrity,
brands, and organization. The amount of public information
generated and provided by these pages is enormous and their
contents are up-to-date; therefore, if we can extract and
analyze Trend Keywords, which are appeared globally across
multiple public pages and still appear for a duration of time, it
will be possible to find global trends, events, or even behavior
of the mass.
The solutions for keywords extraction in Thai language still
have plenty rooms for improvement. Most of the solutions
require external tools, which is word tokenization, or external
database, such as training data, Thai word corpus, and stop
words list. However, due to the complexity of Thai language,
most of the tools are not robust enough.
The most complicacy part of Thai word tokenization is
sentence segmentation. To begin with, word separation does
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documents is the keyword. On the other hand, the word with
low frequency or appearing in almost documents is not the
keyword.
TF-IDF with Word n-Grams can be used to find
multiple-word keyword. For an example, to find keywords
with 1-to-3-length, all unigram, bigram and trigram will be
applied with TF-IDF, then grams with high TF-IDF value are
keyword. By this method, stop words with low IDF value will
be excluded from the result keyword list, but also consumed
more computing power and memory. If the stop words
database is provided, the calculation process will be reduced
to only TF method without finding IDF value. Unfortunately,
the stop word is unique and diverse across categories. [5] In
some categories, ex. travel, the seems like stop word “from”
and “to” will be not excluded from the keyword list according
to the meaning of the location, which these words are needed,
however not in others. For each specific category, stop word
is not easy to come by from the accessible database, and
general stop words database is not enough to categorize
keyword from off-list stop words.
According from the reason above, stop word extraction
task is an important task. One’s solution to extract stop word
is filtering by high TF or low IDF value. There are plenty
room to improve such as R. T. Lo, et al. [6] proposed a
method to build a stop words list by using Kullback-Leibler
divergence on the lexicon file and select L top rank words,
where L is a parameter. The result show that the new method
provided higher average precision than the conventional
method of using TF, term frequencies, on the corpus and
perform thresholding to select stop words.

cannot be relied on only one specific mentioned method.
C. Word Tokenization
Thai word tokenization tools are developed by NECTEC
research organization. At first, they developed a tool named
LexTo that is a dictionary-based word tokenization using
longest matching, but it is not robust for words that not have in
a dictionary, so the precision of this tool is very low in this
case. After that, they developed a tool named TLex that is a
machine learning-based word tokenization using conditional
random fields and use the training data from BEST corpus
that officially segmented. The precision of this tool is
impressive, but some segmented words should be segmented
into a smaller word, so they used dictionary-based word
tokenization to help after segmented by TLex and called
LearnLexTo [8]. Unfortunately, this tool still has its own
limitation in some categories, ex. social media, due to
intentional spelling error, usually found in social media, is
generating new words and new sentences, which are not in
BEST corpus, and LearnLexTo is not trained by these
intentional spelling error sentences, so NECTEC decided to
develop new tool from LexTo named LexToPlus [9]. With
LexToPlus, user can access to add any new words to
dictionary, and the method itselfs can be applied with
insertion type of intention spelling error, so it will be
practically used, if the up-to-date social media dictionary are
provided.
D. Finding Keywords without Word Tokenization
A research of C. Haruechaiyasak, et al. [10] proposed an
algorithm to extract keyword from categorized documents by
not using word tokenization. The concept of algorithm is
adding character to string and checking TF and IDF value to
classify a keyword. Begin with finding TF value of all
1-character length string, then add one more character that TF
value pass the threshold, the rest will be rejected. Before
adding a character, each string will be check whether it is
keyword or not by thresholding IDF value. The keyword
string will be collected, then all of the string will be sent for
the next TF value calculating. These process goes on until
none of the string pass through TF value thresholding. Finally,
all of the keyword list will be collected.
However, by using a data structure named suffix array to
optimize the calculation process for each string contain in the
documents, but the optimization is not sufficient. At the end,
the process loop is terminated before completion, and getting
the partially keyword, so the combination of keyword on the
list is required. Moreover, it is suggested that, combining
between the partial keyword under the condition that both of
keyword are overlapped with the same exact TF value.
Although the result is quite impress, some keywords are still
lost and some in the result list are wrong.

B. Finding Trend Keywords
Trend Keyword has some properties that are different from
normal keyword. Trend Keyword should be appeared in most
of all documents with high frequency like stop word, but it has
a specific meaning. From this property, Trend Keyword must
be separated apart from the extracted stop word list.
There is some similar research about this topic in Thai
Language. A. Piyatumrong, et al. [7] want to find the keyword
that can represent event in social using Twitter data. They
used a word tokenization tool, LexToPlus, to tokenize Thai
twitter message into a set of unigrams, bigrams with stop
words removal and a set of bigrams without stop words
removal, then comparing with non-required word
tokenization tool algorithm that using hashtag and hashtag5,
which have more than 5 characters. From 5 groups, both of
only TF and TF-IDF method were applied to extract event
keyword. The output result of TF and TF-IDF were similar
event keyword without any statistical significant difference,
so it was suggested that the IDF value could not classify event
keyword from stop word. According to no different results,
the only TF method were used for further analysis due to
implementation, memory and processing process. At the end,
across all method, hashtag5 shown the best F1 score.
However, the limitation of hashtag5 was that it can only
identified event keywords specified in hashtag and missed
other important keywords in the content. In addition, they
focused on the extracted event keywords, and founded a
number of intersection between event keywords with each
method is low, so it means that, the extracted event keyword

III. METHODOLOGY
In Thai language, words are not separated by space, instead,
the space is used to separate sentences. However, in social
media platform, such as Facebook, the format is unrestricted,
as shown in Fig. 1. It is also possible to incorporate two or
more type of character, such as Thai, English, emoticon,
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number, special character, and hashtag.

The highest rank cluster is the cluster with the highest mean
and the lowest rank cluster is the cluster with the lowest mean.
The lowest rank cluster is discarded. The remaining clusters
are kept because they have the probability to contain both
keywords and stop words. We defined the remaining clusters
as Local Keyword Grams of page.
C. Finding Global Keyword Grams
In each date, we put together the Local Keyword Grams
from every pages and summing the frequency of the same
gram. We then use again K-Means Clustering. The rank of
each cluster determines by mean. We kept only the highest
rank cluster and define it as Global Keyword Grams. The rest
of the clusters are discarded as they are more likely to
represent local keywords.

Fig. 1. A sample of Thai Facebook post.

A. Preprocessing of Original Posts
For each post collected from Facebook public pages, the
post is split by space into smaller separated messages. Special
characters, which are not Thai character, English Character or
number, at the beginning and the end of each message are then
removed by left-right message stripping. English characters
are changed to lowercase, hyperlinks are removed, every split
message are joined back, and finally, remove all space. The
result is shown in Fig. 2.

D. Finding Global Keywords in Each Post
To find Global Keywords that appear in a post, first, we
need to obtain Global Keyword Character by evaluating
every character in the post. For each character in each position,
there are 5 grams which contain that character, except for the
first four and the last four character of the post. Considering
the set of 5 grams for a character, if there are one or more
grams that match with Global Keyword Grams, we consider
that character to be a Global Keyword Character. An example
of Global Keyword Character is given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. After preprocessing of the example post.

B. Finding Local Keyword Grams of Each Pages
After preprocessing, posts from a specific page are selected.
Each post is tokenized into multiple grams of 5 character then
grouped by date of original post. In each group, we count the
number of time that each gram appears on that specific date
and increment by the number of time it appeared on the day
before and the day after. We give an example of Gram
counting in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. Example of Global Keyword Character.

Fig. 3. Gram counting

After that, we replace non-Global Keyword Character with
space and split the whole post by space, so we can obtain
Global Keywords for this post as shown in Fig. 6.

After the process described in the above paragraph, we then
have the number of frequency for each gram in a specific date.
We used K-Means Clustering [11] to cluster the counted
grams into k cluster, where k is the optimal number of cluster
determined by Elbow Method [12] using maximum
point-to-line distance function [13] as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Extraction of Global Keywords after identification of Global
Keyword Characters.

Unfortunately, due to the nature of stop words that tend to
appear in high frequency, the obtained Global Keywords is
still containing stop words which need to be removed.
E. Building a Stop Words List from Global Keywords
After we obtain Global Keywords from every day of
interest, it is possible to retrieve Trend Keywords and stop
words. Trend Keywords appear during a specific period of
days during the event, but stop words are appearing all the
time. Therefore, we can set up a condition to distinguish
Trend Keywords from stop words. Considering each Global
Keyword, if the keyword appears during the period of 35-55

Fig. 4. Elbow Method using maximum point-to-line distance function.

Rank of each cluster is determined by mean of that cluster.
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days prior to the day of interest, there’s a high probability that
it is a stop word. We retrieve all keywords that met with this
condition and use them to build a stop words list. We can also
use this process to retrieve stop words from each day and add
them together.

possible that there is a specific trend that occur on the same
date of every month, so we chose the period back of more than
1-month but not reaching 2-months. The range is flexible, and
it is possible that there are better range than the one we use.
F. Range of Day Used to Identify Trend Keywords
Some Trend Keywords appear for only a short duration of
time, so we chose to consider each Global Keywords in the
range of 1-10 days prior to the day of interest. If the Global
Keywords appear in that range, it can be considered as Trend
Keywords. Again, this range is flexible.

F. Finding Trend Keywords
After we have the stop words list, we can determine if a
Global Keyword is a Trend Keyword. Considering each
remaining Global Keywords that is not stop words, if the
keyword appears on 1-10 days prior to the day of interest, we
can consider it as a Trend Keyword. The remaining keyword
can be considered as a Global Keyword of that specific day.

G. Number of Sample Pages
The number of chosen pages is very important because we
must consider both the amount of post per page and the
diversity of pages.
Concerning the amount of pages and posts per page, if we
have a higher volume of sample, the keywords are easier to
retrieve but the process of n-grams splitting, and counting will
take a long time.
Moreover, the sampled pages must be diverse enough to
make sure that the retrieved Trend Keyword is not keyword
specific to a category of page.
In this work, we selected 10 sample pages from different
categories which are news, brand, business, and organization.

IV. PARAMETER DISCUSSIONS
A. Number of Character Grams
To choose the number of character in a gram, we must
consider the number of character in Thai word. From the work
of A. Piyatumrong which we discussed in related work, the
average length of Thai word is 5 characters. Therefore, we
decided to use 5-character n-grams in our algorithm. It is
important to note that the character length of gram can be
changed and is considered as a tradeoff. For example, 3
characters gram gives a high detection sensitivity of both
keywords and stop words, on the contrary, 7 characters gram
can only detect long words (7 characters or more) which are
more likely to be keywords than stop words.

V. BASELINE METHODOLOGY
In social media platform such as Facebook, hashtag is a
way to represent the subject of each post. Therefore, we chose
hashtag as the baseline for keyword finding method

B. Range of Day Used to Weight Local Keyword Grams
For weighting of Local Keyword Grams in a specific day,
we must consider the nature of trends and events that normally
appear on social media for only a certain period. Therefore,
we decided to weight each Local Keyword Grams, by
summing the appearing time on that day, the day prior, and the
day after. If we use bigger range, stop words which appear
nearly all the time will gain more weight than the actual
keywords.

A. Finding Hashtags from Each Facebook Page
On the day of interest, hashtags of each post of the page are
retrieved. These extracted hashtags are the equivalent of page
Local Keywords of our algorithm.
B. Finding Global Keyword from Hashtags
The Local Keywords retrieved from hashtags can be
considered as Global Keywords if they appeared on 2 or more
pages.

C. Clustering Method
To cluster keywords by appearing frequency, we decided to
use K-Means Clustering method which is computationally
inexpensive and sufficient. To choose the optimal number if
clustering (K), we used elbow method with point to line
distance function to select K. With this method, we can obtain
the number of clustering which is suitable for removing
non-keyword grams. If the number of cluster is more than K,
Local Keyword Grams will be further divided and this result
in the vagueness between keyword grams and non-keyword
grams.

C. Finding Trend Keyword from Global Keyword
We use same methodology, the Global Keywords that same
appeared in range of 1-10 days ago are Trend Keywords.

VI. RESULT DISCUSSIONS
In the experiment, we sampled 10 Facebooks pages,
namely Checkbait, Brandbuffet, Investerest, Kapookdotcom,
Longtunman, Pantipdotcom, Thairath, Thematterco,
Themomentumco, and Underbedstar. Posts are collected from
2018/01/01 to 2018/07/07. We focus on the event and
keyword trend of Thailand Cave Rescue event from
2018/06/28 to 2018/07/02.
We use human to classify the obtained result into different
categories of true Trend Keywords, true stop words, and
ambiguous words which cannot be clearly classified.

D. Ranking of Global Keyword Grams
We rank each cluster by its mean. Cluster with the highest
mean has the highest rank, and cluster with the lowest mean
has the lowest rank. We chose keywords gram in the highest
rank cluster as Global Keyword Grams, due to the high
frequency of appearance which indicate trends and events.
E. Range of Day Used to Identify Stop Words
In our work, we chose the period of 35-55 days prior to the
day of interest as a range for stop words identification. It is

A. Stop Words
From our algorithm, we built a stop words list using posts
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from 2018/06/01 to 2018/07/02. The list contains 167 words
as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 10. The result of our algorithm classified by 1-month generated stop
words list.

Fig. 7. Result of stop words list. Trend Keywords that were misidentified as
stop words are highlighted in red.

The result shown that the list has a precision of 97.6% and
left 2.4% as false discovery rate such as “ประเทศไทย” (Thailand)
and “เกาหลีเหนือ” (South Korea) which should be considered as
Trend Keywords.
In addition, we gathered more stop words to improve our
algorithm precision. The stop words list was gathered from
2018/05/01 to 2018/07/02 which extend to 229 words. As
shown in Fig. 8, misidentified words remain the same.

Fig. 11. The result of our algorithm classified by 2-months generated stop
words list.

The precision of baseline is 100%, which mean that all
keywords extracted using baseline method are Trend
Keywords. However, a lot of keywords are missed and cannot
be found by this method.
Our algorithm can extract a larger list of keywords, but it
still contains stop words and some of the keywords can also be
considered as just Local Keywords. As the result, our
algorithm gave a precision of 40% with 1-month data.
Consecutively, the precision is shown up to 44% with
2-months data, and the result can be more accurate depends
on size of stop words list.

VII. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Fig. 8. Result of 2-months generated stop words list.

A. Cleaning Noise from Character n-Grams
Algorithm suggested in this work, sometimes, produce
keyword character with noise. The example of noise is given
in Fig. 12. Some keywords obtained are not a complete word
or contain extra character.

B. Trend Keywords
Fig. 9 shows Trend Keywords from baseline method, Fig
10 shows Trend Keywords from our algorithm classified by
generated stop words from 1-month data, and Fig 11 shows
Trend Keywords from our algorithm classified by generated
stop words from 2-months data. True Trend Keywords are
highlighted in red, true stop words are highlighted in blue, and
the words in black are ambiguous words.

Fig. 12. Example of noise from Character n-Grams.

The issue may be fixed with spell-correction algorithm of
Thai language.

Fig. 9. The result of baseline algorithm.
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B. Getting Keyword Grams
In our work, we used K-Means Clustering as the main
method to identity Keyword Grams, however there is still
room for improvement.
The difficult point is that the frequency of keyword
appearing is vary in each page, so the conventional
thresholding method to determine keyword is not suitable.
New solution is needed.

[5]

C. Validation Method
The problem of validation method in this work is the
insufficiency of robustness, since we use human validation to
classify the output of the algorithm because we cannot find a
standard testing set to evaluate our algorithm.

[8]
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VIII. CONCLUSION
[11]

In this work, we propose an algorithm which use Character
n-Grams to extract keywords and stop words without using
word tokenization or other training data set and corpus.
However, the limitation of the proposed algorithm is the noise
which is mistakenly identified as keyword. Moreover, the
precision of the result depends heavily on generated stop
words list, which mean if we can improve the stop words list,
the precision of the algorithm can also be improved.
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